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OPPORTUNITY
South Shore Millwork, located in Norton, MA is a manufacturing facility that makes custom architectural 
mill work for some of the most prominent and luxury residential and corporate projects across New 
England and the country. South Shore’s facility, totaling 80,000 sq. ft, is made up of office spaces, 
secondary spaces and a large workshop. The workshop is filled with state-of-the-art equipment, 75 
HP (horsepower) systems servicing 50+ workstations that are occupied over 40 hours a week. With an 
opportunity to significantly cut down on overall energy usage, the team at South Shore Millwork was 
looking to partner with a solutions provider who could help them operate a more efficient workshop and 
continue positively impacting their environmental footprint. 

SOLUTION
From the initial energy assessment, the Energy Source team developed a customized energy savings 
plan for South Shore Millwork. The proposed efficiency plan encompassed the recommendation to 
implement a fully automated Ecogate control system for all of the facility’s dust collection systems. Prior 
to the installation, the existing systems were running at full speed 100% of the time, extracting air from 
all machines and workstations – regardless of whether a particular machine was actually generating dust 
at that point in time. As a result, the machines were using more energy than necessary. To address this, 
the Energy Source team installed a fully-automated Ecogate control system; consisting of activity sensors 
that indicate which machines need dust collection in real-time, automatic blast gates that open and close 
to direct airflow exactly where it’s needed, a Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) that controls the speed of 
the dust collection fan to provide exactly the right air volume at any given point of time, and the Ecogate 
greenBOX MASTER intelligent controller to that ties everything together. By dynamically reducing the 
air volume in response to machine needs, the system slows down the dust collection fan, resulting in 
an approximately 60% energy use reduction. This saves South Shore Millwork over $50,000 annually on 
electricity costs, and the installation will pay for itself in just under two years. The Energy Source team 
worked closely with National Grid to maximize utility incentives, receiving $100,00 in rebates which cut 
total project costs by 53%.
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